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Align Migrates Three DPR Companies to One,
Cloud-Centric Tenant
The Overview
DPR Construction, a global commercial construction management firm specializing in sustainable
projects, developed a venture onboarding strategy known as “One DPR”. The intent was to migrate their
three independent companies (i.e. Digital Buildings Components, SurePods & GPLA), as well as all future
ventures, to a single, cloud-centric tenant.
Because each company contained on-site infrastructure with approximately 200 users, DPR engaged
Align as their migration partner to provide project management and engineering services.

The Solution
The Align Engineering team leveraged their technical expertise and BitTitan’s leading migration tool to discover,
plan and migrate all user mail, archive, OneDrive, O365 Groups, Teams and SharePoint sites. We paired our
Project Management methodologies with the Align Migration Solution to ensure all data was migrated securely
and efficiently from Digital Buildings Components, SurePods and GPLA to a single DPR tenant.
For this project, Align took the following approach:
Assessment:

•
•
•
•
•

Identity Review
Gathered Details About
the Microsoft365 Platform
Environment
Server Data Review
Identify Migration Tools
Design Future End-Point
Configuration

Migration:

•
•
•
•
•

Defined Data Migration
Requirements
Identity Provisioning,
Licensing & Consolidation
Data Prestaging &
Migration
Network Refresh
Cloud-focused End-Point

Post-Migration:

•
•
•
•

Managed Remediation
Tasks (air log)
Canceled/Updated
Microsoft365
Subscriptions
Decommissioned Legacy
infrastructure
Provided On-Going
Support

Our team followed Align’s proven migration framework:

The Results
Align successfully consolidated the three companies into a single cloud-centric tenant over the course
of three months. Our team performed one cut-over per weekend in order to complete the project in a time
sensitive manner and ensure the business could function seamlessly by the first business day of each week
with minimal downtime and risk to the company. We seamlessly migrated the mail, archive, and OneDrive for
over 200 users, including over 150 Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, and Office365 groups.
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